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Five Dock. 2046 
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WITHOUT PREJUDICE 
 
5th January 2006 
 
Tracey Patterson 
Manager Treasury Department (Acting) 
The University of New South Wales 
 
Dear Madam, 
 

Re: Allegation of Overdue Payment 
 
I refer to your ‘Letter of Demand’ dated 16th December 2005 requesting payment of the 
sum of $398.10. 
 
The University is not entitled to this payment. The University has not provided me with a 
supervisor for the period this alleged debt applies. The University’s physics professors 
have effectively expelled me as long ago as May 2005, and for months prior to that 
effectively abandoned their obligations to me as a PhD candidate, simply because my 
scientific research invalidates theoretically, the black hole and the big bang, upsetting 
their precious applecart.  I refer you to Dr. David Cohen, Presiding Member, Faculty of 
Science, for details concerning my complaints, which he has apparently chosen to dismiss 
summarily for no legitimate reason, and to Professors Couch, Gal, Hamer and Webb of 
the School of Physics. Hamer made a written report on my work to Couch and Gal, and 
either deliberately or through gross incompetence altered my research, misrepresented 
my scientific work, and recommended that I be prevented from submitting my PhD 
thesis. I have his report, which I shall tender in evidence in any legal proceedings the 
University might unwisely initiate.  
 
I also draw your attention to a false allegation made by Dr. Cohen, in writing, that I 
rejected Prof. Webb’s continued supervision. This is yet another example of how the 
University’s academic personnel improperly conduct themselves, evidently with 
impunity. It was Webb who irresponsibly and unprofessionally abandoned me, and issued 
me with an ultimatum, which I rightly rejected. Webb informed me by email that he was 
not prepared to sign off on my thesis. His behavour was disgraceful, and pathetic. These 
events can be confirmed by Gal, if he tells the truth, but I doubt he will, since he has lied 
to me on several occasions, and attempted to deceive me on others. Also, Mr. Nils 
Widjaja initially received my written complaints, by email . I suggest that you contact him 
too.  
 



In addition I remark that Professors Flambaum and Kruchiev have also conducted 
themsleves in a most unprofessional and scientifically inept manner in relation to my 
work. Webb can confirm that, provided he does not have a convenient lapse of memory, 
since it was he who reported the response of Flambaum to me, and had me meet briefly 
with that numbskull Kruchiev.  
 
I am prepared to appear in the courts to expose the University’s skulduggery if you 
attempt to press me for this spurious charge. The only reason why I did not take legal 
action against the University myself was because I could not be bothered wasting my 
time with stupid people who are of no consequence, not even in science.  
 
I suggest that you bring this matter to the attention of the Vice Chancellor. However, 
given the manner in which the University conducts its affairs, I suspect he too will turn a 
blind eye. The University can think itself lucky that I have not prosecuted. 
 
Yours faithfully, 
 
 
 
 
Stephen J. Crothers. 
Adv.Cert.Comp.Tech., BA, Grad.Cert.Eng., Grad.Dip.Tech., Grad.Dip.Sc., MAstronomy, Cert. IV OH&S, 
Cert. IV Assessment & Workplace Training, Cert II I Investigative Services, Member Australian Institute of 
Private Detectives, Licensed Private Inquiry Agent. 
 
 

 
 


